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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Footie Flutters  
Win Bet - Liverpool v PSG 20:00 - Liverpool @ 2.33   

Early Odds  
Win Bet - Redcar 17:10 - Affair @ 9/2   

Declan O'Donoghue - Irish Racing  
Win Bet - Galway 19:15 - Cascabel @ 5/4 

CLICK HERE FOR A LIVE INTERACTIVE LEAGUE TABLE
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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Goals Expected At Anfield Tonight 

In May when Brazil played Croatia in a friendly international at Anfield Neymar came 
on for the second half and changed the game. Brazil were easily the better team and 
very few spectators present envisaged that Croatia would go much further in the 
World Cup. Neymar scored the first goal and Roberto Firmino clinched a 2-0 win at 
the ground where he plays domestic football. The two scorers are playing at Anfield 
again tonight but on opposite sides. Liverpool host Paris St-Germain on match day 
one in the Champions League. Their six home games in the competition last season 
saw 24 goals. LIVERPOOL AND BTTS is 12/5 with Ladbrokes as they embark on a 
season in Europe that could culminate with them winning the Champions League. 


Tottenham begin their campaign in one of the new 5.55pm slots. Kick-off times will 
be staggered this season so that on any match night there are two fixtures at this 
time and the other six will begin at 20.00 GMT. No Premier League team will have a 
home match starting at the earlier time. Tottenham are away at Inter Milan this 
evening but they have not recorded a win in their last five away competitive matches 
against teams from Italy. Inter are suffering from a lack of form and several players 
will be absent due to injury. Tottenham are trying to avoid losing three matches in 
succession for the first time during the Mauricio Pochettino era which began in 
2014. TOTTENHAM can win this match and that outcome is 13/8 with Betfair.


There are four Flat meetings in Britain today and one fixture on the level in Ireland. 
October is a huge month for Flat racing with the Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe at 
Longchamp and Champions Day at Ascot. The Breeders’ Cup takes place in 
November and there could be plenty of runners from these parts, including Laurens 
in the fillies and mares turf race. The Galway Festival in the summer is huge but 
today’s meeting will be more low key. The most lucrative race is the listed contest 
for fillies and mares over one mile and four furlongs at 5.15. PRINCESS YAIZA has 
the rating and form to win the race and the best odds are 11/4.    

You Get Winners By Backing The ‘Winners’ - By High Roller 
Racing


You may well think the heading for this weeks article is strange but it’s seems like 
horse racing is getting like the Premier League in football. There a a few stables now 
head and shoulders above the rest where it comes to quality. The bigger yards aren’t 
really worried who wins the class6 handicaps at Southwell on a freezing cold day in 
January… they leave those races for the rest of the trainers to squabble about. Well 
let me explain my points.


In my opinion in Ireland we have Aidan O’Brien, Gordon Elliot, Willie Mullins, Joseph 
O’Brien… these trainers are always in the winning enclosures both in their home 
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country and abroad. In England we have Nicky Henderson,John Gosden, Mark 
Johnson and Richard Fahey. Worldwide we have SaidBin Suroor, Charlie Appleby, 
Andre Fabre and Jean Claude Rouget the latter two based in France.


My idea of winners are all the above trainers but I am prepared not to include Mark 
Johnson and Richard Fahey because they overall do not get the quality animals that 
the other guys have in huge amounts. Sorry if I offend the Johnson/Fahey fans but 
that’s how I personally see the situation. In USA Bob Baffert is my main man as he 
gets quality horses aiming for the big prizes.


My winning lists of trainers now reads


Aidan O’Brien

Gordon Elliot

Willie Mullins

Joseph O’Brien

Nicky Henderson

John Gosden

Said Bin Suroor 

Charlie Appleby

Andre Fabre

Jean Claude Rouget

Bob Baffert..USA


These guys have access to the TOP JOCKEY… if a top jockey has a choice of 
mount then virtually every time they go for my list as they know they have a good 
chance of winning.


These trainers get the TOP OWNERS who have unlimited funds it seems for 
purchasing or breeding new stock.


Are you seeing the bigger picture? The top trainers get the top background stable 
staff… the top jockeys,.. the top owners… the top races are their targets and they 
have the WINNING habit. Everything is geared to WINNING.


As a tipster these guys are my ‘A’ Team. Majority of my selections will come from the 
BIG YARDS but very occasionally a tip may come from a contact elsewhere. If that 
arrives I will studiously look at it and take it onboard to see if the news can win. That 
will be the exception to the rule as we want to push the WINNING TEAM and some 
days there will be no bets suitable.


I hope you can see my points from this article and join in my WINNING formula.


Talking of Winners this last week High Roller has given 7 tips with SIX WINNERS and 
the service is producing a strike rate between 65 and 70 per cent of WINNERS.
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High Roller is FREE to join and you only pay for WINNERS  so to join us then follow 
the link below. Have a great week.


CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 

Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


We told you about a young jockey of huge potential a few months ago. Well Mark is 
back fit and has put his devastating fall behind him. He has been working hard and 
now has a ride that should be his next winner. 


The horse Royal Melody runs on the 20th September at Chelmsford. They have 
stepped the horse up 2 furlongs which should really suit. The horse stayed on really 
well at Chepstow latest to get 4th but less the a length off the winner. He has won at 
Lingfield before so the poly track at Chelmsford should really suit and the horse has 
enough natural speed to be well placed. Anything above 5/1 can be considered 
value so let’s hope he’s a double digit price on the day. 


We aren’t having a bet today on our main service but there is a horse that may out 
run huge odds at Yarmouth in the 3:20. KIRTLING currently 66/1 with paddy power 
is expected to run a much better race today under a jockey he gets on well with. His 
last run was all wrong at Newcastle and he is doing well at home so 66/1 looks 
huge. 


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00! 
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